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STATISTICAL GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING A LIMITED DRILLING PROGRAM

by

Katherine Campbell

ABSTRACT

Site characterization for a potential nuclear waste repository
at Yucca Mountain in south-central Nevada will include the construc-
tion of a limited number of new drill holes to depths below the
repository horizon from which information about the properties of
the surrounding and underlying tuffs can be obtained. Quantitative
techniques to estimate the amount of information to be gained from a
proposed drilling plan are developed. These estimates are to be
compared with economic costs and with risk analysis requirements for
the potential repository. In some cases the existing data, although
extremely limited, are sufficient for preliminary application of
these methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Context.

Yucca Mountain, near the southwestern boundary of the Nevada Test Site in

south-central Nevada, is being studied to determine its suitability as a site

for underground disposal of high-level radioactive waste. The studies of

Yucca Mountain and vicinity are part of the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage

Investigations (NNWSI) Project, which is managed by the Waste Management

Project Office of the U.S. Department of Energy's Nevada Operations Office.

The site characterization phase of these studies began in May 1986 and is

directed towards the preparation of a licensing application in the next

decade. The site characterization phase will include the drilling of several

more holes at and near Yucca Mountain, but both because of expense and because

of possible conflict with the goal of minimizing perturbation of the potential

repository site (as required by 10 CFR 60.15), the drilling program is ex-

pected to be fairly limited. The purpose of this report is to set forth the

statistical considerations that should be taken into account in planning this

limited drilling program, and in particular to propose quantitative procedures

for estimating the amount of information to be gained by additional drilling.
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The bulk of the report concerns the development of these quantitative

methods for comparison of proposed plans. In particular, the feasibility of

planning a drilling program now, on the basis of extremely limited existing

data, is of interest. There are currently seven cored holes and a number of

rock-bitted holes that penetrate below the repository horizon, distributed

over sn area much larger than the target development area. Figure 1 shows

these existing holes and the boundary of the target development «rea defined

in Rautman et al. (1987). As more holes are drilled it will be possible to

refine the criteria used to evaluate the adequacy of proposed plans, so plan-

ning should be an ongoing process, updated after drilling has begun.

This report is only one step in the construction of an overall cost-

benefit framework within which the eventual decisions must be made. The

development of this larger framework requires in addition economic cost

analyses, computation of the sensitivity of transport models to uncertainties

in input parameters, and evaluation of the risk to the public implied by

various levels of failure of the repository to contain the stored

radionuclides. The principal integrative tool for this purpose is a probabi-

listic risk assessment (PRA). Development of a post-closure PRA for a

geologic repository will require considerable restructuring of the format

usual for engineered systems such as nuclear power reactors, because of the

very long time frames involved and especially because a substantial portion of

the repository consists not of designed, testable, manmade subsystems but of

natural features that cannot be exhaustively inspected.

It is clear, however, that a formal Performance Assessment (PA) model of

the repository, incorporating a physical description of Yucca Mountain as well

as transport equations describing the migration of radionuclides, will be an

important component of the PRA. One objective of the drilling program is to

provide the raw data with which to build this model. These data will be used

to generate subsidiary models that can provide input in the form required by

the PA model. The construction of such models is a statistical problem,

specifically, to infer the physical properties of the tuffs surrounding the

repository from an extremely limited number of actual observations, and it is

desirable to apply statistical criteria from the outset, starting with the

design of the sampling program.
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Figure 1. Existing drill holes near Yucca Mountain, with the outline of
the target development area for the potential repository.



B. Summary

The appropriateness of a proposed drilling program depends of course on a

number of factors, only some of which were explicitly excluded above as beyond

the scope of this report. It is essential, to begin with, to have in mind

both the immediate and ultimate uses of the data. Within the framework of

this report, the immediate use is taken to be the construction of a descrip-

tive model of Yucca Mountain, which is an interpolation problem (Sec. II.A).

The descriptive model, in turn, will provide input to the PA model, and it is

anticipated that probabilistic output will be required of this model in the

context of a PRA, and therefore interpolated values in the descriptive model

need to be accompanied by some measure of uncertainty that can be propagated

upward through the higher levels. Sections II.B and II.C review available in-

terpolation methods in light of these requirements.

Statistical criteria for drilling programs are a function of the preci-

sion of the resulting interpolation and also of the confidence with which

extreme values can be bounded, where such extremes would be particularly sig-

nificant in terms of repository performance (Sec. II.D). These factors depend

critically on the spatial behavior of the variables under investigation, so

that it is impossible to lay out a priori a general prescription for the

statistical optimization of a limited drilling program. However, the relevant

features of spatial behavior are actually quite easy to specify, and the quan-

titative criteria of Sec. Ill make it possible to relate them to the

performance of a given sampling plan.

The potential for reduction of the prediction error associated with in-

terpolation depends largely on the existence of significant correlation

between observations separated by the average interhole distance. When the

correlation distance is greater than about 4000 feet, a reduction of the

average prediction error by CO to 60% can be anticipated in a systematic

drilling plan such as Sandia's Phase 3B plan (drill holes on an approximate

2000-ft grid), compared to Sandia's Phase 1 plan (a 4000-ft grid); see

Sec. III.E.I. Whether this improvement is sufficient tc warrant a threefold

increase in drilling in the repository block is doubtful, unless the outcome

of the PRA is extremely sensitive to the resulting prediction. On the other

hand, Sandia's Phase 1 proposal (12 holes) itself represents an improvement on

the same order of magnitude when compared with the nonsystematically located

collection of about 15 cored holes that have either already been drilled or



are proposed by other planners. (Results that are more comparable to those

obtained using the Phase 1 proposal might be obtained for variables whose

meet urement does not require conventional core by including the existing and

proposed rock-bitted holes.)

Actual assessment of the potential for improvement requires an estimate

of the relative magnitudes of variability on local and subregional scales,

which must be based on the data available. The currrently available data are

in fact too sparse to be more than suggestive. In particular, small- and

medium-scale variability are generally indistinguishable in these data.

However, where some replicate sampling is available or probable sampling

heterogeneity can be bounded by geological intuition, it may at least be pos-

sible to estimate an upper bound on the magnitude of medium-scale variability.

Such a bound may be enough to suggest whether or not additional drilling is

worth the expense. Two examples are offered in Sec. IV.

C. Nomenclature

Differences in terminology used by statisticians and geologists oc-

casionally give rise to confusion. In this report some words which have very

specific statistical meanings are reserved for statistical use, and alterna-

tives are sought for their more general or geological uses.

Measurable quantities such as porosity, thermal conductivity, sorption

coefficients and the thicknesses of geological strata enter into transport

models as parameters and are referred to as parameters by geologists and

modelers. (See, for example, the introductory section of Rautman, 1987.) In

statistics, however* parameters characterize a probability distribution. For

example, the mean and standard deviation of a normal probability distribution,

the coefficients of a regression line, and a variogram function are all

parameters in the statistical sense. Statistical parameters are not directly

observable, but they can be estimated from the data. (Estimation of

parameters is sometimes called structural analysis in the geostatistics

literature.) In statistical terminology, the measurable quantities are vari-

ables, the actual data or observations are (up to measurement error) the

values of these variables at sampled locations, and the problem is to predict

their values at unsampled locations.

A geologist sometimes refers to a single field specimen as a sample. In

statistics, however, a sample is a set of observations, and the process of



selecting the specimens on which measurements are to be made is called .sam,-

pling.

We have referred above to Performance Assessment and descriptive models

for Yucca Mountain. A statistical or probabilistic model is a hypothesis

about the process generating the actual observations. Models of measurement

error, models for the correlation structure of a variable, and the intrinsic

random function hypothesis are all working hypotheses of this type. "Working"

is a key word here; generally statistical models are used with at best partial

validation, and with sparse data validation becomes particularly difficult.

Some modeling is implicit in every statistical inference procedure (although

the modeling assumptions can be minimal, especially when the sample is large).

Unless the word "model" is modified by some adjective such as "descriptive",

it refers in this report to a probabilistic model.

The word "geostatistics" should properly mean no more than the

specialization of statistical methods to geological problems. Unfortunately,

in much of the current literature geostatistics has come to mean specifically

the methodology that has grown out of the work of Matheron and his colleagues

at the Paris School of Mines. This methodology, although it remains the sub-

ject of esoteric dispute in almost every issue of Mathematical Geology, is

widely employed in the mining industry, has been validated in several case

studies, and has recently been applied to other spatial prediction problems

from soil surveys to hydrology. As this report employs some of these ideas,

"geostatistics" is used in this narrow sense.

II. QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF STATISTICAL DESIGN OF A DRILLING PROGRAM

A. The Purpose of a Drilling Program

The design of a drilling program at Yucca Mountain can not be considered

independently of the specific objectives in pursuit of which data is being

collected. Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1984, p. 331) put it succinctly:

Data-sampling activities should never be divorced from a preplanned
program of interpretation and modeling of the system at hand. The
choice of the variables to be measured and their sampling locations
and sampling rates all depend upon the objectives of the programs,
the type of models to be used to synthesize or to represent the sys-
tem, and the sensitivity of the decision-making process to errors in
the input information.



For the purpose of this discussion, it is assumed that the immediate objective

is the construction of a descriptive model of the natural features of Yucca

.Mountain that will influence the design of the engineered repository and

determine the ability of the site to provide long-term isolation of high-level

radioactive waste. This model will be incorporated into a larger performance

assessment modal that will also include the engineered features of the

repository itself as well as transport equations into which the variables

whose values are estimated by the descriptive model enter as "parameters".

Uncertainties attend predictions of the behavior of both natural and en-

gineered parts of the repository, and clearly nothing short of exhaustive

sampling of Yucca Mountain could provide complete certainty in the descriptive

model. Therefore it is assumed that the performance assessment model will

have stochastic components to provide not only single-valued predictions of

repository performance but also probabilistic distributions reflecting uncer-

tainty in the inputs to the model. In particular, the predictions provided by

the descriptive model must be accompanied by some measure of accuracy or con-

fidence.

Detailed discussion of the sensitivity of the decision-making process to

these uncertainties is beyond the scope of this report. However, at a mini-

mum, a comparison of drilling programs should provide a measure of the

relative accuracy of the corrresponding estimates produced by the descriptive

model. Sometimes measures more directly related to risk can be computed, such

as the probability of the value of a key variable falling below some critical

level. Additional considerations of course enter into the final decision to

adopt one plan over another. Increase in accuracy is purchased at con-

siderable expense in the case of drill-hole data, and uncertainties in the

descriptive model may be much less important than uncertainty concerning the

correct form of transport equations us^d in the PA model or the possibility of

climatic change. The considerations discussed in this report should be only

part of a larger cost-risk-benefit study.

In the context of the immediate objective, the descriptive model of Yucca

Mountain, the purpose of the drilling program is to provide a representative

sample of the properties of the rocks above and at the repository horizon and

along transport pathways away from it. The construction of a descriptive

model from these observations is considered here to be fundamentally an inter-

polation problem: what is required of the descriptive model, in the context



of the larger PA model, is the ability to predict the values of significant

variables at unsampled locations.

There are of course other model-building uses to which the data will be

put. Drilling for site characterization will encompass feature-of-interest

sampling based on available geologic knowledge to assure that the full range

of conditions affecting performance is understood, as well as the repre-

sentative sampling to characterize the spatial variation of site conditions

that is the subject of this report. The selection of drilling locations for

feature-of-interest sampling is not a statistical problem but a geologic one.

However, to the extent that data from holes selected by such geologic criteria

can be regarded as representative of the site, these same holes may be incor-

porated in a statistical sampling plan.

B. Interpolation as a Statistical Problem

There are many approaches to the problem of interpolating a spatially

varying property across the entire domain of interest, given a finite number

of observations. These approaches range from informal sketching by hand

through more complex but deterministic computer algorithms to full-fledged

probabilistic models of an underlying stochastic, process that can be used to

make a prediction that is "optimal" with respect to some statistical

criterion. But even without formal probability modeling, interpolation should

be recognized as a statistical inference procedure, producing only a predic-

tion of the true, unobserved reality. Completeness requires in addition some

measure of the anticipated accuracy of this prediction.

The statistical viewpoint has implications for the collection of data as

well as for the choice of an interpolation method. Underlying all statistical

inference procedures is an assumption of replication in the available data.

In controlled laboratory experiments replicates are, at least in theory,

easily enough obtained by making multiple independent observations. In less

controlled situations, replication is assumed conditional on the values of

some measurable auxiliary variables (covariates); for example, this assumption

is the basis of the usual regression model. In time series analysis, the as-

sumption that the observations are generated by a stochastic process with

properties such as ergodicity and stationarity makes statistical inference

from a single series of observations possible. None of these paradigms

provides an entirely satisfactory model for geological observations, but each



can provide insight into the basis for statistical sampling and interpolation

of spatial variables.

Replication requires, at a minimum, that the available data be repre-

sentative of the underlying phenomena, i.e., that sampling not be biased by

considerations that may not be independent of the values of the variable to be

observed. Although that part of the variability in the observations that is

not accounted for by measured covariates may be the result of factors that are

not actually random, the assumption that those factors are at least independ-

ent of the observed values must be plausible. Then the residual variation can

be modeled as an independent, random component of the observations. It is

this requirement of representativeness that may be violated if the observa-

tions are selected to sample a perceived anomaly.

C. Models for Interpolation

Implicit in the choice of an interpolation method are some assumptions

about the relationship between the data and the unobserved values of the vari-

able under study. The purpose of this section is to lay out these assumptions

explicitly and to review the associated interpolation methods, with particular

emphasis on the availability of estimates for prediction error.

1. Independent, Identically Distributed Values. The simplest case in

geology as elsewhere is to assume that all observations are independent

samples from the same distribution and that the values of the variable at dif-

ferent locations (sampled or not) are not correlated either with location or

with each other. Within a spatially restricted domain and a single geological

formation, this may in fact be a reasonable model for some variables. At any

rate it may well be the best model we can hope to construct with any feasible

sampling plan, when spatial patterns exist only over a scale too small to be

sampled economically. The analysis of variance procedure used by Nimick and

Schwartz (1987) and Campbell (1987) provides one test of this hypothesis. In

those reports, this procedure frequently accepts the hypothesis that the ob-

servations are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), or rejects it

only for holes that are distant from the domain of interest. Such results

suggest that the lateral scale of variation is small relative to the density

of existing drill holes and/or its magnitude is small relative to variability

among samples from a single drill hole.

Interpolation under the i.i.d. model is extremely simple. The best es-

timate of the value of the variable at an unobserved location is some measure



of central tendency of the observed values, typically the mean or median

value. (For certain applications such as "worst-case" analysis, some other,

noncentral function of the observations such as a tail percentile may be

preferred.) The uncertainty of the estimate is a function of the dispersion

(e.g., the sample standard deviation) of the observations.

2. Spatial Patterns. The objection to the i.i.d. hypothesis is that it

fails to take into account the "first law of geography" (Tobler, 1970):

"everything is related to everthing else, but near things are more related

than distant things". In other words, some degree of continuity is an-

ticipated in geological properties, and it may be worth while to attempt to

exploit it, even at the expense of complicating the models and increasing the

data requirements. For example, even the sparse data currently available at

Yucca Mountain reveal the presence of some trends, such as a clear north-south

variation in the composition of zeolites and a decrease with depth of total

zeolitization in the Calico Hills tuff (Campbell, 1987). To the extent that

these factors affect the retardation potential of the zeolitized tuff, they

should be characterized by more than a simple regional mean ond variance in

the descriptive model of Yucca Mountain.

There are two ways to incorporate this continuity requirement into an in-

terpolation procedure. First, continuity may be interpreted as a smoothness

constraint on the interpolating surface, against which another requirement,

faithfulness to the observations, must be balanced. Several algorithms incor-

porate this constraint by requiring at least continuity, and frequently

differentiability, in a surface that also passes through (or near) all the ob-

servations. Trend surfaces are smooth approximations to the observations that

attempt to capture regional patterns but not to reproduce the observations ex-

actly.

Alternatively, continuity may be interpreted as a requirement that the

values of the variable be more highly correlated at short distances than at

more widely separated locations. This interpretation leads to the geostatis-

tical kriging algorithm.

Either surfaces that are exact interpolators of the data (i.e., that pass

through all of the observations) or surfaces that merely approximate the ac-

tual observations can be produced, By selecting a surface that only

approximates the observations as a descriptive model, we are implying that the

data contain measurement error, that they are subject to considerable sampling

10



heterogeneity, or that the underlying property is variable on a scale smaller

than we can observe. In each of these cases, not all of the variability in

the data should be preserved in the interpolated model, and some fraction of

the variability can reasonably be modeled as random. Interpolation under the

i.i.d. hypothesis could be regarded as the limiting case in which aJJ

variability in the data is considered random. The i.i.d. case also cor-

responds to a limiting case for kriging, namely, the use of a covariance model

with a correlation range of zero.

3. Smooth Nonparametric Interpolators. The interpolation methods that

make the fewest assumptions about the phenomenon under study are deterministic

algorithms for generating continuous surfaces which either pass through all

the data points (i.e., are exact interpolators) or approximate them. Examples

of such algorithms are inverse distance weighting of the observations, the

triangle-based interpolation methods discussed by Watson and Philip (1984),

and interpolating or smoothing splines (Whitten and Koellering, 1973). The

nonparametric, nonprobabi1istic formulation of these methods make them appear

at least superficially objective (although it is interesting to note that

spline interpolation has been shown to be a special case of kriging; see

Matheron, 1981) and probably accounts for their continuing popularity. Their

principal drawback is the lack of immediate error estimates, although with

some labor cross-validated prediction error estimates could be derived for any

of these methods (see, for example, Butler and Rothman, 1980). This lack

places these methods at a serious disadvantage for planning purposes and for

incorporation in a larger cost-risk-benefit study, although some work on

drilling optimisation from this point of view has been done (Philip and

Watson, 1982).

4. Trend Surfaces. Trend analysis models the observations as the sum of

two or possibly three components: a smooth regional, large-scale trend or ef-

fect, plus locally significant geological anomalies (also modeled by smooth

surfaces, if at all), plus, optionally, random error. The first of these com-

ponents, the regional effect, is what is usually referred to as the trend

surface. It is usually modeled by a function with a few fitted parameters,

such as a polynomial function of the spatial coordinates. In some cases

knowledge of the controlling genetic principles can be used to create a spe-

cial trend model tailored to the situation at hand, such as the hydrological

model used by Gambolati and Volpi (1979, Eq. (16)).

11



A trend surface of this type is not an exact interpolator unless a

parametric model of high order with approximately as many parameters as obser-

vations is used, which leads to "overfitting" and artifacts in the predicted

surface. Still, a trend surface can be used as a model for large-scale trends

and may be all that is required in many instances. Tolerance intervals that

are reasonable guides to the associated prediction error if the surface has

not been overfitted may be associated with parametric trend surfaces. Such

tolerance intervals are narrowest near the center of the mapped area and

diverge toward the edges, rather than accurately reflecting the local sampling

density.

If a more exact interpolator is required, the regional trend surface can

be locally modified. A deterministic method for doing so is the multikernal

modulation algorithm discussed by Nimick and Williams (1984), which modifies

an underlying polynomial trend surface by adding a bell-shaped term centered

at each observation so that the resulting surface is an exact interpolator.

Like the nonprobabilistic methods described in Section II.C.3 above, this

method provides no natural error estimates, although again a cross-validated

error estimate could be developed.

Several other authors, including Gambolati and Volpi (1979) and Neuman

and Jacobson (1984), have combined trend surface estimation with kriging (see

below) to obtain a continuous surface that honors the observations or at least

approximates them to within the third "random error" component. This approach

preserves the possibility of local error estimation.

5. Kriged Surface?. Kriging is the name given to the interpolation

method associated with geostatistics, which formalizes the continuity require-

ment by treating the values of the variable under study as a realization cf a

stochastic process whose random variables are more highly correlated when they

are indexed by nearby points than by more widely separated locations. (The

modeled correlation need not approach one in the limit as the distance between

observations shrinks to 2ero; this allows for microscale variability and

results in an interpolated surface which may not pass through the data.) In

order to use the kriging algorithm, it is necessary to estimate this correla-

tion function. Given this function, the kriging algorithm produces not only a

prediction of the values at unobserved locations but also an error estimate

that can loosely be interpreted as a prediction error. Given the correct cor-

relation function, the prediction is optimal in the sense of minimizing the

12



expected squared prediction error among predictors that are linear functions

of the observations. In practice of course the function must be estimated

from the data at hand, and the resulting predictions can lay no claim to op-

timality.

The availability of a satisfactory error estimate (although, strictly

speaking, its interpretation as a prediction error requires some strong as-

sumptions about tha normality of the hypothesized stochastic process) makes

kriging an attractive framework for a discussion of the statistical optimiza-

tion of drilling plans, as we shall see in Sec. III. The important caveat is

that the guidance provided by this tool is limited by unavailability of data

for estimating the required correlation function.

6. More About Geostatistics. The geostatistical paradigm is the subject

of lively, even vituperative, debate in the current literature. The use of a

stochastic process model in the usual derivation of the algorithm may seem so

unjustifiable that the entire method is suspect. As Zukav (1979, p. 71) ob-

serves, "Things are not 'correlated' in nature.... 'Correlation' is a concept

which jvg use to describe connections which we perceive." However, the kriging

algorithm can be derived, albeit in a more cumbersome fashion, using deter-

ministic assumptions: ensemble averages are replaced by spatial averages and

assumptions such as stationarity are seen to be working hypotheses like other

statistical concepts such as independence or normality, which at most "can be

validated a posteriori by judging whether this choice has proven to be effi-

cient in solving the particular problem at hand" (Journel, 1985).

A pragmatic view of geostatistics has been articulated by Cressie (1987):

Classical statistical techniques rely on observations having repli-
cated themselves independently and under identical conditions (i.e.,
the ubiquitous random sample), whereas data with spatial variability
should, strictly speaking, be considered as the result of a single
replication. No inference is possible from a sample of size 1, so
progress can be made only by making further assumptions about the
way the data were generated. Various models of spatial stationarity
and ergodicity, which allow theoretical expectations to be ap-
proximated by spatial averages, have proved to be useful.

Kriging can also be developed as a form of state space estimation, widely

used in engineering applications (Chirlin and Wood, 1982). Thus kriging is

actually a general linear estimation algorithm specialized for use with spa-

tial data, a minimum norm estimator like almost all linear statistical

estimators (see Luenberger, 1969, Chapter 4 ) , with an accompanying structural
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identification problem such as also arises in many engineering applications.

Conceptual difficulties with its usual probabilistic formulation by no means

invalidate it. We will see that it provides an easily applied, quantitative

planning tool for use in the design of a drilling program, independently of

whether or not it ultimately becomes the interpolation method of choice. The

author expects that a drilling plan that is optimized according to the

criteria provided by this tool will also serve very well if the final descrip-

tive model is constructed using some other method.

D. Extreme Value Criteria

Within or apart from the goal of interpolation, another goal of sampling

for geologic site characterization should be taken into account.

Specifically, we would like to "minimize the chance of surprises ... minimize

the probability of the existence of unknown features requiring a radical

modification to the model" (Barnes, 1987). From this point of view, what is

of interest is less the expected value of a variable at an unobserved location

than the probability of its dropping below (exceeding) a minimum (maximum) ac-

ceptable value. Two approaches that directly address this problem are a

modification of simple kriging to predict quantiles of a distribution, rather

than expected values, and the direct estimation of tha probability of observ-

ing extreme values in the available sample.

1. Indicator and Probability Kriging. It has already been observed that

unless we are prepared to accept a multigaussian assumption about the joint

distribution of the values of the variable under study, the standard kriging

error that is obtained from the simple kriging algorithm does not adequately

characterize the prediction error probability distribution. What is worse,

its inadequacy is greatest in characterizing the tails of this distribution,

which may be the most relevant part of the distribution for purposes of risk

assessment. (Mathematically, "risk" is an integral or sum over the probabil-

ity of a given event times its consequence. Frequently, negligible

consequences are associated with all but very rare events, i.e., those in the

tail of the probability distribution, but the consequences associated with

these rare events may be catastrophic.) This observation has led in the past

few years to the development of indicator and probability kriging. These take

as the raw observations indicator functions for different threshold values zQ:
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_ 0 if z( S i) < zQ,
Z0

instead of the observations z(x.) themselves. <riging with these data

produces direct estimates of F (x) = Prob / z(x) < z n } = Prob { i (x) = 1 }
zQ - - u z0 "

at an unobserved location x. (Probability kriging uses both the indicator

functions and the ranks of the original data to estimate the same quantity.)

A nice and fairly trivial modification allows the incorporation of "soft data"

from a point x. where the exact value of z(x.) is unknown but can be bounded

or perhaps assigned a "prior" probability distribution.

Given F (x) for several thresholds zn, empirical cumulative distributionzQ - 0

functions for the variable z at the unobserved locations x can be constructed.

Specifically, confidence limits for the mean (which unlike the gaussian ±Zo

limits obtained from ordinary kriging depends not only on the locations but

also on the actual values of the observations) can be provided, or direct

measures of risk such as the probability of failing to detect a value below

some preset minimum can be computed. (See Journel, 1987, for examples.)

The drawback to indicator kriging is the same as that for ordinary krig-

ing: it is necessary to solve the structural estimation problem first (i.e.,

to estimate several variogram functions for indicator data corresponding to

several thresholds). For small samples, good estimates of these functions for

extreme thresholds will be very poor indeed. At the end of site characteriza-

tion there may be enough data to apply these recently developed algorithms

with some profit, but as a planning tool it is of very little use. For this

reason we turn to some simpler results that do provide a usable planning

criterion.

£_. Bounding the Distribution. Barnes (1987) reduces the objective of

"minimizing surprises" to the statistical problem of estimating the probabil-

ity that a given sample will contain an observation at least as large as the

0 quantile of the whole population, and his paper gives an empirical formula

for estimating this probability for correlated observations. Regardless of

the correlation structure of the phenomena under study (except for a weak con-

dition, essentially that observations be nonnegatively correlated), this
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probability is bounded above by 1 - 0 , where N is the number of observations,

so that if the required probability P for a given p* is suggested by

cost/benefit considerations, the minimum number of samples needed is bounded

below by log(l-P)/log(/3). As indices for evaluating specific plans X in this

report we will consider

*** - 1 - *M • (2)

where N is the number of drill holes in X, and

(3)

* *

where N is given by Barnes' empirical formula, N = M exp(l-M/N) with

M = 1 R 1. Here R is the correlation matrix of the samples, closely related

to the variogram y. If R is the identity matrix, i.e., if there is no spatial

dependence among the observations, then M = N = N and P = P U D D e r- These in-

dices for a giver, drilling plan, like those that are derived from the ordinary

kriging variance, depend on preliminary structure identification, i.e., es-

timation of the relative magnitudes of the spatial variance components to be

discussed in the following section.

III. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF DRILLING PLANS

A. Characterization of a Drilling Plan

A drilling plan is partially described by the number N of drill holes and

their locations X = {x,, ..., x J (where x^ is a two-dimensional vector of

lateral coordinates). The associated sampling plan may include, in addition,

several observations p. ., j = 1 to n., of a given variable from the i hole

at depths D. = (d<, d. „ ). The values of such multiple observations
"i ii 11n•

are almost certainly correlated with geological formation. Even within a for-

mation the values may be correlated with depth. Sometimes the values within a
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formation may be regarded as replicates, or the residual values after correc-

tion for the effect of depth as a covariate may be considered replicate

observations.

The appropriateness of a proposed drilling plan, however, depends on more

than its size (N), pattern (X), and replicate sampling 0. It depends criti-

cally on the spatial behavior of the variable under study and on measurement

accuracy. Specifically, it depends on the relative magnitudes of measurement

error, sampling heterogeneity (over distances of a few inches to a few feet),

small-scale variability (over distances smaller than the distances between

drill holes, perhaps some thousands of feet), medium-scale, subregional

variability, and regional variability (trends persisting over a large part of

the domain of interest). If, for example, sampling heterogeneity is large

compared to subregional variability, then there is lictle to be gained by

finer sampling. On the other hand, prediction of a varia^e that is spatially

continuous and accurately measured may be greatly improved if sampling can be

conducted on a scale comparable to its medium-scale pattern of variability.

Therefore it is clear that the design of a drilling program is at least a

two-step process, as already indicated at several points of the qualitative

discussion in Sec. II. The first step requires the collection of enough in-

formation to make a preliminary characterization ("structural analysis") of

the variability as outlined above. Then it is possible to estimate the ac-

curacy of prediction associated with a given drilling pattern (N,XSD).

The geostatistical framework of kriging is particularly appropriate to

this problem for two reasons. First, this interpolation model is

parameterized in terms that are directly related to the above-mentioned com-

ponents of variability. Second, the estimated prediction error of simple

kriging (although not that of indicator or probability kriging) depends only

on the parameterized model and the locations of the observations, net on the

values of the observations. Similarly, Barnes1 (1987) indices, discussed in

Sec. II.D.2, depend only on these two factors. Therefore both can be used as

planning tools in conjunction with a general risk analysis prior to the col-

lection of data, apart from that required for the preliminary characterization

of variability. (Section IV is devoted to a couple of examples assessing the

adequacy of the existing data base for this preliminary characterization.)
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In order to get a feel for the interaction of drilling plan and the be-

havior of data in determining optimal patterns of exploration, however, it is

useful to begin with some simpler models.

fL Sampling Under the I.I.P. Hypotheses

As seen earlier, interpolation under the hypothesis that the values of

the variable are uncorrelateti either with location or with each other, and in

fact are independently and identically distributed, amounts to nothing more

than the estimation of the expected value of this distribution, and prediction

error depends on the dispersion (e.g., the variance) of this distribution.

Estimation of the parameters of the distribution (the mean and the variance)

will improve as the number of observations increases, but the accuracy of

prediction is limited by the magnitude of the dispersion, and improvement

beyond a sample of size 20 or 30 is marginal. For example, if the distribu-

tion of the values is Gaussian, then the usual prediction interval for the

value at an unsampled location is of the form (ju - X<T,M + Xa). The accuracy

of estimation of n and o improves roughly as j/n, but X is generally within

about 20% of its asymptotic value for a sample of size 20, and within 10% for

a sample of size 30 (see Bowker and Lieberman, 1972, p. 312).

A nonparametric result that does not assume normality of the underlying

distribution is also given by Bowker and Lieberman: the number of observa-

tions required so that the probability is j3 that at least 100(l-a)% of the

distribution will lie between the smallest and largest observations in the

sample is approximated by

(Ji, ,jj£,.l/2 (4)

2
where % „ , is the 100/3 percentage point of the chi-square distribution with

four degrees of freedom. According to Eq. (4), a sample of size 20 has a

probability of 0.62 of covering at least 90% of the underlying distribution;

for a sample of size 30 this probability rises to 0.82.

A related result is Barnes1 (1987) starting point P u p p e r(0) (see

Eq. (2)): the probability that the largest observation of N i.i.d. observa-

tions exceeds the 100(l-a) percentile of the underlying distribution is
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l-(l-a) . For 100(l-a)5S = 95%, this probability is 0.64 for a sample of size

20, 0.79 for a sample of size 30.

Under the i.i.d. hypothesis the choice of a pattern X and the details of

replicate sampling are irrelevant because there is no reason to prefer an ob-

servation from one location to an observation from another. In practice, of

course, observations are required throughout the domain of interest to test

the appropriateness of the hypothesis, although it may turn out that the

hypothesis can not be rejected at any economic sampling level.

C. Sampling Spatial Patterns

The alternative to the i.i.d. hypothesis of completely random observa-

tions is the hypothesis that patterns exist in the spatial distribution of the

values of the variable of magnitudes that are not negligible by comparison

with measurement error and/or sampling heterogeneity. In this case it should

be possible to predict the variable better near a sampled location than at a

greater distance, and in particular it should be possible to improve on the

constant interpolator implied by the i.i.u. hypothesis, given enouqh observa-

tions. The question then becomes: How many are enough, and where should they

be taken?

Outside of the geostatistical paradigm, to which we turn in the following

section, few quantitative recommendations appear in the literature.

Nonparametric approaches to the interpolation problem, as we have already in-

dicated, are hampered by the lack of natural error predictors. Philip and

Watson (1986) describe an index of surface roughness that "allows identifica-

tion of regions where interpolation is likely to be uncertain and where more

sampling is desirable", but this is only a relative index for a sampling plan;

it cannot be related to the uncertainty of the resulting prediction.

Furthermore, it is not obvious that this index is meaningful until the obser-

vations are fairly dense compared to the anticipated coverage at Yucca

Mountain even at the conclusion of drilling.

In general, studies of drilling plans to sample a variable with spatial

pattern arrive unanimously at the conclusion that "a completely uniform dis-

tribution of data points througout the area is optimal" (Whitten, 1975,

p. 291), if seldom achieved. Formal demonstrations of this conclusion, based

on the geostatistics paradigm, are provided by Olea (1984) and McBratney et
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al. (1981). Barnes1 criterion P(/3;X,-y) (Eq. (3)) is also maximized for obser-

vations that are as uncorreiated as possible, and for a given sampling density

this is obtained on a uniform grid. Beyond this intuitively plausible recom-

mendation, however, there seems to be little general guidance in the

literature, in particular as to the required density of the optimal uniform

pattern. It is obvious that the required density depends on the behavior of

the dependent variable, but this dependence does not make it impossible to set

forth some general guidelines. This is most transparently and concisely ac-

complished using the geostatistical model.

D. Geostatistical Guidelines

In order to apply the kriging algorithm to obtain an interpolated value

and in particular the associated prediction error at an unsampled location, it

is necessary to have a model of the dependence of values of the variable as a

function of separation in space. Usually this spatial dependence is modeled

using the variogram function 7, defined as one-half of the expected (or

average) squared difference between the values of the variable at two loca-

tions separated by h:

7(h) = | E [ (Z(x+h) - Z(x))
2]. (5)

In general, the separation h should be taken to be a vector quantity because 7

may be a function of the direction as well as the magnitude of the separation.

With data sets of the size anticipated in this project, however, estimation of

directional variograms in two dimensions will be impossible; lateral direc-

tional effects must be accounted for by trend surfaces. For three-dimensional

kriging it may be possible to estimate a vertical as well as a lateral com-

ponent.

Several functional forms are used for variogram functions, but most of

these may be characterized by three parameters: a nugget, which is the limit

of ?(h) as hiO; a sill, which is the limit of 7(h) as h-*»; and the range at

which 7(h), which is generally an increasing function of h, becomes equal to

the sill value. Two models for which these three parameters are identical are

shown schematically in Fig. 2. The difference between the two curves is the

rate at which the variance increases for small h. The cubic model presupposes
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Figure 2. Two schematic variogram models, showing the relationship
among the variogram parameters and the scales of spatial
variability.

a very smooth variable for which the small-scale variability is dominated by

sampling heterogeneity, ./hereas for the spherical model this small-scale

variability increases linearly with separation.

The parameters of the variogram function are related to the components or

scales of variability discussed in Sec. III.A. When sampling heterogeneity is

an important factor in the total variation of values, the nugget is a large

fraction of the sill. In the absence of a domain-wide trend (which should be

removed before attempting to estimate the variogram), the sill represents the

total variability, so the difference between the sill and the nugget is

ascribed to small- and medium-scale variability. The range is a "correlation

distance" within which variability is smaller than this limiting value. In

practice, if the range is not quite a bit larger than the average minimum dis-

tance between observations then this small- and medium-scale variability will

be indistinguishable from sampling heterogeneity, and under these cir-

cumstances it will not be possible to reject the i.i.d. hypothesis (except for

important regional trends).



There is little information about the alue of the variable at an unob-

served location in data collected at distances from that location which exceed

the range, and the average squared prediction error at locations thus removed

from the data is approximated by the sill value. Even close to a data point,

the average squared prediction error will not be less than the nugget value.

Therefore, we may expect to improve prediction of a variable by increased

drilling only if its values are locally homogeneous (small nugget) and corre-

lated over distances that are larger than the average distance between

neighboring drill holes (large range). Significant measurement error (unlike

sampling heterogeneity) may be overcome by replicate sampling within drill

holes, which is comparatively inexpensive.

Given the variogram function, the kriging error, although it may be in-

terpreted as a prediction error only in the multigaussian case, nevertheless

provides a useful index for evaluating a drilling plan, for it depends only on

the location of data points relative to the prediction point (although the ac-

tual prediction of course depends on the data themselves). The kriging error

is a function of the spatial coordinates. To obtain a simple index for a

drilling plan we will consider the maximum kriging error and the average krig-

ing error over the domain of interest, the target development area outlined in

Fig. 1.

E. Comparison of Proposed Drilling Plans

Existing and proposed cored and rock-bitted drill holes that penetrate

the tuffs below the repository horizon are shown in Table 1 and Figure 3.

(The proposed holes are taken from the Consultation Draft of Yucca Mountain

Site Characterization Plan, 1988.) These include existing and proposed cored

"geology" (G) holes, a series of "unsaturated zone" (UZ) holes to be drilled

with at least partial core recovery, rock-bitted "hydrologic" (H) and "water

table" (WT) holes, and a few other existing holes in the UE25 series. Most of

these holes are located outside of the perimeter drift of the target develop-

ment area, many more than a mile away. Many have been sited to investigate

some specific feature of the area (e.g., to "correlate lithologic changes with

changes in potentiometric surface" at USW G-5, or to "study the hydrologic

characteristics of the Solitario Canyon fault zone" at USW H-7).

In addition, Sandia National Laboratories have proposed a series of cored

Performance Assessment (PA) holes, to be constructed in several phases, which
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TABLE 1
EXISTING AND PROPOSED DRILL HOLES NEAR THE REPOSITORY BLOCK

NTS COORDINATES

DESIGNATOR

USW G-l
USW G-2
USW GU-3
USW G-4
USW G-5
USW G-6
UE25 a#l
UE25 a#7
UE25 b#lH
UE25 c#l
UE25 c#2
UE25 c#3
UE25 P-l
USW H-l
USW H-3
USW H-4
USW H-5
USW H-6
USW H-7
USW WT-1
USW WT-2
UE25 WT-4
UE25 WT-6
USW WT-7
USW WT-8
USW WT-9
UE25 WT-16
UE25 WT-18
USW WT-21
USW WT-23
USW WT-24
USW UZ-2
USW UZ-3
USW UZ-9A
USW UZ-9B
USW UZ-9C
USW UZ-1O

EAST

561.000
560.504
558.501
563.082
563.200
556.400
566.350
565.469
566.416
569.680
569.634
569.555
571.485
562.380
558.452
563.911
558.909
554.075
557.591
563.739
561.924
568.040
564.524
553.891
557.049
557.642
570.395
564.855
550.328
559.400
562.000
558.180
558.220
566.000
566.100
566.000
560.500

NORTH

770.500
778.824
752.690
765.807
775.600
775.300
764.900
766.250
765.244
757.096
756.849
756.910
756.171
770.255
756.542
761.644
766.634
763.299
765.561
753.941
760.661
768.512
780.576
755.570
762.283
769.477
774.420
771.167
760.086
772.000
774.500
759.769
759.625
760.000
760.100
760.100
750.500

TYPE OF

DRILL

cored
cored
cored
cored
cored
cored
cored
rock-bitted
cored
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
cored
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
rock-bitted
cored(ODEX)
cored(ODEX)
cored(ODEX)
cored(ODEX)
cored(ODEX)
cored(ODEX)

DATE

existing
existing
existing
existing
FY90
FY90
existing
existing
existing
existing
existing
existing
existing
existing
existing
existing
existing
existing
FY91-92
existing
existing
existing
existing
existing
FY91-92
FY91-92
existing
existing
FY91-92
FY91-92
FY91-92
FY90-91
FY91
FY90
FY90
FY90
FY90

NOTES1

d
d
d
d

d

d

d
d
d
d
a
d
d

a
a

a
a
a
a

In this column "d" designates holes that provided data for the ex-
amples of Sec. IV. "a" designates holes whose location is
approximate.
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Figure 3. Existing and proposed drill holes near Yucca Mountain.
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would provide a systematic survey of the immediate vicinity of the repository.

Phase 1 of this program includes 12 holes with average between-hole separation

of about 4000 feet, as shown in Fig. 4a. Phase 2, which would not actually be

designed until after analysis of Phase 1 results, would add approximately 12

more holes. However, half of these holes are closely spaced and are included

for the purpose of improved variance estimation. Their inclusion would have

little effect on the performance of the resulting sample when used as a base

for interpolation. The six additional Phase 2 holes shown in Fig, 4b, plus

five existing cored holes, result in a more complete grid with interhole dis-

tances of about 3000 feet. Two of the closely spaced holes and five existing

holes are included in Phase 3B (35 holes), with about one hole every 2000 feet

(Fig. 4c). This modified three-phase PA drilling program, together with sub-

sets of the existing and proposed drill holes shown in Fig. 3, will be the

basis for comparisons in the remainder of this report.

1. Prediction (Kriging) Error. The drilling plans outlined above will

be compared by computing the average and maximum kriging error (represented

here by the square root of the kriging variance) over the area within the

perimeter drift, using different assumptions about the spatial variance of the

process as embodied in the semivariogram. For this comparison, variograms

with sill parameter equal to one are used. The sill is simply a scaling

parameter, and in order to estimate the average (or maximum) kriging error

when the sill takes on some other value, one would select the curve with the

same range and ratio of nugget to sill and scale the result by the square root

of the sill. The important structural parameters are the ratio of the nugget

to the sill and the range. The ratio of the nugget to the sill indicates what

fractioi of the overall variability is very small scale and provides a lower

bound to our ability to predict unobserved values anywhere, even close to an

observation. The range, as well as the nugget, is influential in determining

the amount of improvement that can be expected from increasing the drilling

density.

Figure 5 compares results from PA Phase 1, which was designed to provide

a preliminary systematic coverage of the repository, with results using other

planned cored holes only and using both cored and rock-bitted holes. Compa-

rable results relative to the average kriging error can be obtained using the

12 Phase 1 holes or 36 existing and proposed cored and rock-bitted holes, but

using only the planned cored holes prediction errors up to 25% larger can be
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Figure 5. Comparison of the average prediction error between the PA
Phase 1 drilling plan and plans using existing and proposed
drill holes, using spherical variogram functions.

anticipated. (Rock-bitted holes can be used only if the required observations

can be made on cuttings, or possibly on sidewall samples. USW H-l was not in-

cluded in this analysis, but its inclusion would not greatly alter the

results.) For variables with ranges near 4000 feet, the systematic PA Phase 1

plan produces significantly smaller maximum errors (Fig. 6 ) .

Figure 7 compares results from the three PA drilling plan phases.

Filling in the gaps of Phase 1 results in significant improvement in the

average prediction error in Phase 2 but does little for the maximum within the

perimeter drift (Fig. 8 ) . Improvement on the order of a few percent to at

most 25 to 30% in the average kriging error, and somewhat less in the maximum

error, results from tripling the number of drill holes between Phase 1 and

Phase 3B, depending on the model. The improvement tends to be greatest where

the range is near the hole separation distances, i.e., from about 2000 to 4000

feet, as we might expect.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the maximum prediction error among the phases
of the PA drilling plan, using spherical variogram func-
tions.

The cubic variogram model, which increases more slowly from its nugget to

its sill value than the spherical model, produces slightly smaller average and

maximum knging errors, the difference being most significant for small nug-

gets (Figs. 9 and 10). However, considerable short-range data, such as might

be obtained for some variables in a horizontal drill hole, would be required

to distinguish between these two models.

2. Coverage of Extreme Percentiles. Barnes" (1987) formula for the

probability P that a given sample includes observations at least as large as

the 1000 t h percentile of the population under study (or, equivalently, at

least as small as the 100(l-j3)th percentile), which was given in Eq. (3), as-

sumes that the observations come from a stationary population. As the

population of interest consists of values within the perimeter drift of the

target development area, it is reasonable to exclude observations that are far

away from this boundary. The calculations of this section, therefore, are

based only on the subset of existing and proposed holes shown in Fig. 11 and

on the PA holes, all of which are within 5000 feet of the perimeter of the
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repository block. (The inclusion of more distant holes in the calculations of

the preceding section was largely irrelevant because these holes receive

little weight either in interpolated value or an estimated prediction error at

a point within the perimeter drift.)
*

The correlation matrix R which is required to compute N in Eq. (3) is

related to the variogram by

and therefore P, like the kriging error, depends on the range of the variogram

and the ratio of the nugget to the sill. The probability P for a given drill-

ing plan actually decreases as the range increases and/or the nugget decreases

because less information is obtained from correlated observations than from

the same number of uncorrelated ones. With the ranges and ratios that can be

anticipated (based on the examples of Sec. TV), the effect may not be very

significant, and the upper bound P..__or of Eq. (1), which is independent of R

upper

and depends only on the sample size N, may be adequate for planning purposes.

Figure 12 shows the probability that the sample will include an observa-

tion at least as large as the 95 percentile of the population when the

sample consists of observations from the holes in PA Phase 1, from existing or

proposed cored holes within 5000 feet of the perimeter of the target develop-

ment area, and from all existing and proposed holes within 5000 feet of this

boundary (except USW H-l). These curves were calculated using spherical

variogram models with a number of difference ranges and ratios of nugget to

sill. The differences among these sets of curves can be ascribed largely to

the different sample sizes (10, 12 and 23). Because the nonsystematic plans

include a few groups of closely spaced holes (UE25 a#l and b#lH* USW UZ-2 and

UZ-3, USW UZ-9a, UZ-9b and UZ-9c) they are slightly less efficient than the

systematic Phase 1 plan. As a result, the curves for these nonsystematic

plans diverge at smaller ranges than those for Phase 1. (It is worth noting,

however, that the existence of a few closely spaced holes is essential for es-

timating small-scale variability.) Phase 2 is only insignificantly more

efficient than the set of all existing and proposed drill holes (Fig. 13).

Both plans have 23 holes, but all of the Phase 2 holes are cored, whereas more
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than half of the existing and proposed holes are rock-bitted, and may not

provide specimens suitable for the measurement of many parameters.

Calculations using cubic variogram models provide similar results (Fig. 14).

Even the most extensive of these drilling plans, Phase 3B with 35 holes,

does not raise the probability of covering the 95th percentile above 0.85, and

the probability of observing a more extreme percentile is much smaller

(Fig. 15).

IV. EXAMPLES

A. Using the Existing Data Base

In order to use the quantitative methods of Sec. Ill as a planning tool

in optimizing a limited drilling program, some preliminary structural analysis

of the variables of interest is required. Then charts such as Figs. 5 through

10 and Fig. 12 through 15 can be used to predict the performance of a proposed

drilling plan. When used in conjunction with knowledge of PRA requirements

and of economic and other costs, these results should be an important aid to

decision making.
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Probabilities that the samples obtained from the PA phased
drilling plans will include an observation at least as

large as the 95 percentile of the population within the
repository perimeter drift, calculated using cubic
variogram functions.
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Figure 15. Probabilities that the samples obtained from the PA phased
drilling plans will include an observation at least as

large as the 99 percentile of the population within the
repository perimeter drift, calculated using spherical
variogram functions.

At present there are few data on which to base structural analysis for

the important variables characterizing the tuffs below the repository horizon

that are likely to provide the major natural barrier to migration of

radionuclides from the repository to the accessible environment. Table 1

listed six cored and six rock-bitted holes in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain

that penetrate to these depths and from which some data are available. This

number of holes is certainly not sufficient for the sort of detailed struc-

tural analysis that is usually done in geostatistical applications. However,

the following two sections present two examples that show how such data can be

used when available. These examples demonstrate that even the existing data

may be sufficient to suggest in what region, approximately, we are working

with respect to the charts of the preceding sections.

B. A Strati graphic Example

Estimates of the thickness of the Calico Hills and Lower Paintbrush non-

welded unit (CHn) can be obtained from the report by Ortiz et al. (1985) for

10 drill holes as the difference between the top of this unit and the top of

the underlying welded, devitrified ash flows of the Prow Pass Member of the
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Crater Flat Tuff (PPw, in the notation of Ortiz et al.) The thickness of this

unit in USW WT-2 was approximated using x-ray diffraction data (see Campbell,

1987, Appendix B). These 11 data points are shown in Table 2.

The thickness of the CHn unit increases toward the east. In order to

reduce the bias in the semivariogram estimate, this trend was approximated by

the plane,

T = 0.0203 x + 0.0031 y - 13333,

where the pair (x,y) denotes location in Nevada State coordinates. Residuals

from this fit are shown in the last column of Table 2.

The estimate of the variogram function, which as explained earlier is a

model of the variance as a function of spatial scale, is based on 10 of the

11 residuals in Table 2. The large residual from USW G-2 is not used. This

omission does not imply a belief that spatial covariance function changes sig-

nificantly to the north, merely that the estimated linear trend is so poor

there that inclusion of this large residual would significantly distort the

estimated variogram. In any case, estimation of a variogram is very crude for

such a small data set. The eight-point empirical variogram of Fig. 16 is

based on only 5 to 7 pairs of observations per point, where at least 20 or 30

are generally recommended.

DRILL HOLE

USW G-l
USW G-2
USW GU-3
USW G-4
UE25 a#l
UE25 b#lH
USW H-3
USW H-4
USW H-5
USW H-6
USW WT-2

TABLE
THICKNESS OF CHn

NTS COORDINATES

EAST

561,000
560,504
558,501
563,082
566,350
566,416
558,452
563,911
558,909
554,075
561,924

NORTH

770,500
778,824
752,690
765,807
764,900
765,244
756,542
761,644
766,634
763,299
760,661

2
UNIT (FEET)

THICKNESS
OF CHn

526
1053
332
447
528
566
452
424
360
238
150

RESIDUAL FROM
PLANE FIT

79.10
590.06
-8.44

-27.36
-9.72
25.87

100.48
-54.10
-32.42
-46.04
-54.77
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Figure 16. Empirical varicgram and fitted cubic variogram function
for the residuals from the estimated linear trend fitting
the thickness of the CHn unit.

The principal observation to be made from Fig. 16 is that there appears

to be little increase in total variation for separ cions above 5000 feet. For

the 10 pairs of observations separated by less than 5000 feet the average

squared difference of the residuals is slightly smaller than the overall
2

variance of about 3000 ft . The form of the fitted model shown in Fig. 16 was

chosen on the assumption that the thickness of the CHn unit is a very smooth

function of the geographic coordinates. The nugget term is zero and the cubic

semivariogram function is flat near the origin, increasing only slowly for

small separations (refer to Fig. 2).

Accepting this model (with the caveat that it has been constructed on

very flimsy evidence) places us on the lowest set of curves in Figs. 9 and 10.

These figures suggest a change of 46% in the average prediction error between

Sandia Phases 1 and 2, from a standard deviation of about ±24 ft to about ±13

ft. (This result is obtained by multiplying the ordinate shown in Fig. 9 by

the square root of the sill in Fig. 16, about 63 ft.) Another 41% is gained

by Sandia Phase 3B (average prediction error about ±7.5 ft). The maximum er-

ror within the repository block would drop about 41% (from ±37 ft to ±22 ft)

between Phase 1 and Phase 3B. The probability of covering the 95 percentile
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of the underlying population rises from about 0.42 for Phase 1 to 0.58 for

Phase 2 anci 0.63 for Phase 3B (see Fig. 15).

Variogram estimates based as above on the residuals from a prior ordinary

least squares fit to the data are known to be biased (e.g., Cressie, 1987),

but with the number of data points available this is perhaps a minor con-

sideration here. The acquisition of half a dozen additional data points in

this case might significantly change our picture of the spatial variability of

the thickness of this unit. In particular, the choice of a cubic variogram

model is based on no hard evidence. A spherical model with similar

parameters, or a model with a positive ratio of nugget to sill, could also ap-

proximate the empirical variogram of Fig. 16 and would result in much smaller

estimates of the improvement to be expected by progressing beyond PA Phase 1.

C. Zeolitization in CHn

Mineral abundances have been measured in several hundred powdered

specimens (Bish and Vaniman, 1985, and Bish and Chipera, 1986). Of these, 71

specimens from 10 drill holes come from the zeolitized portion of the Calico

Hills and Lower Paintbrush nonwelded unit (see Campbell, 1987, Appendix C ) .

For the analysis presented here, the six observations in J-12 and J-13 are

omitted because these two wells are so far from the target development area.

One specimen from USW H-5 that contains 75% glass is also omitted. The

mineralization of the remaining 64 specimens consists almost entirely of smec-

tite, mica, clinoptilolite, mordenite, quartz, cristobalite and alkali-

feldspar. Traces of analcime, tridymite, calcite and hematite appear in a few

samples, but these are ignored in the following analysis.

In order to apply the methods of Aitchison (1982, 1984, 1986) for analyz-

ing compositional data, zero measurements must be replaced by some small

positive quantity. For this example, these cutoffs were chosen explicitly to

make the resulting logarithmic ratios approximately normally distributed. The

selected cutoff values can be compared with the smallest reported nonzero

measurement in Table 3. Following the substitution of these cutoff values for

zeros, each multivariate observation was normalized so that the total of these

seven percentages was 100%. Six logarithmic ratios were formed from the seven

normalized measurements by computing the logarithm to the base 10 of the

ratios of the first six minerals listed in Table 3 to quartz. Total

zeolitization was defined as the sum of clinoptilolite and mordenite, and the
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TABLE 3
MINERALS IN CHn(z)

MINERAL

Smectite
Mica
Clinoptilolite
Mordenite
Cristobalite
Alkali-feldspar
Quartz

CUTOFF

0.2%
0.1%
2.0%
2.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

SMALLEST POSITIVE
REPORTED VALUE

0.5%
0.5%
2.5%
3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
8.0%

logarithm of the ratio of this quantity to quartz abundance will be examined

in this second example.

The standard Kolmogorov test for normality of each log ratio accepted the

hypothesis of normality with a P-value exceeding 0.15 in each case. Figure 17

is a normal probability plot of the 64 logarithmic ratios of total zeolites to

quartz. The importance nf normality is that most common statistical proce-

dures, such as analysis of variance, regression and kriging, are optimal under

the assumption of normality. The measured abundances themselves do not tend

to be normally distributed. Considered separately they may usually be

reasonably well approximated by a beta distribution, but beta distributions

are not the marginal distributions of any reasonable multivariate distribution

and have numerous other problems. For simulation purposes the multivariate

normal distribution is the most practical available.

The logarithmic ratios of total zeolitization to quartz show a decreasing

trend with depth (Fig. 18). Depth is measured as a fraction of the distance

from the top of the CHn formation (the contact with the Topopah Spring

vitrophyre) to the bottom (the contact with the Prow Pass welded unit). This

trend was fit with a linear function of this relative depth,

Log,0(total zeolites/quartz) = 1.346 - 0.781 x depth.

The fitted trend line is shown by a solid line in Fig. 18, and the broken

lines represent approximate upper and lower toierarr.e bounds for future obser-

vations. Three observations from the rock-bitted holes USW H-4 and WT-2,

indicated with solid symbols, are so far from the estimated trend that they
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are considered outliers and their residuals are not used in the subsequent

analyses, reducing the total sample size to 61.

A one-way analysis of variance of these 61 residuals by well shows that

of the total variance (0.278), about 70% (0.194) is within-well variance.

The within-well variance is useful here as an indicator of sampling

heterogeneity plus measurement error. The effect of measurement error is to

increase both the total variance and the within-hole variance by the same

amount. If, for example, 25% of the within-hole variance could be ascribed to

measurement error, then the remaining within-well variance, about 0.146, would

be ascribed to sampling heterogeneity variance; this is about 63% of the over-

all ncnmeasurement variability of 0.230. In fact, measurement errors in the

raw observations reported by Bish and Vaniman (1985) and Bish and Chipera

(1986) translate into less than 5% of the within-hole variance of the

logarithmic ratios, so the ratio of within-1,- "'I variance to total variance is

not likely to be much improved by consideration of measurement error.

Analysis of variance thus provides, for the case where "replicate"

measurements within drill holes exist, an estimate of the ratio of the nugget

effect to the sill (here about 0.7) for a variogram model describing the spa-

tial variability of the residuals. In order to use the criteria of Sec. Ill

an estimate the range is also needed. As in the preceding example, the data

here again provide no more than a crude indication of the possible range.

Figure 19 shows a five-point empirical variogram constructed using the 61

residuals, which has been fitted (by eye) using a spherical variogram model

with a nugget of 0.205, a sill of 0.305 and a range of 10,000 feet. The ratio

of nugget to sill, 0.67, places us between the upper two sets of curves on

Figs. 5 through 8, where only very modest improvement in the average and maxi-

mum prediction error within the repository block can be anticipated as

drilling density increases, even with a range as large as 10,000 feet.

An alternative approach to these data would consider three-dimensional

kriging as an interpolation procedure. Close examination of Fig. 18 suggests

that there is some vertical correlation between observations, even after cor-

recting for trend. Modeling this vertical correlation component might reduce

the nugget/sill ratio by a significant amount, shifting us to a region in

Figs. 5 through 8 where more substantial improvement can be expected as drill-

ing density increases.
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Figure 19. Empirical variogram based on residuals from linear fit of
log1Q(total zeolites/quartz), with fitted spherical
variogram function.

In this example, the effective sample size N for ? is increased as a
result of obtaining multiple samples per hole, although the amount of the in-
crease would depend on the extent of correlation among the samples within a
hole.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The optimization of a limited drilling plan depends on a numbei of fac-

tors such as economic considerations and the precision requirements indicated

by probabilistic risk assessment of the proposed repository, the consideration

of which is beyond the scope of this report. However, given that drilling

near the repository block will be limited, probably to a number of holes

smaller than the maximum considered in this report (35 in PA Phase 3B), it is

possible to make some quantitative observations about the relative merits of

proposed drilling plans and the improvement that can be anticipated as a

result of increased drilling.

Specifically, this report assumes that the data obtained from drilling

will be used to predict the expected values of varieties characterizing the
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tuffs below the repository horizon at unsampled locations, and also to bound

the probable values. As we would intuitively expect, sampling should be ap-

proximately uniform across the domain of interest, if only to confirm the

hypothesis that there are no significant spatial (lateral) patterns. The ap-

propriate density for sampling depends on the relative magnitudes of

variability on different spatial scales. We have distinguished four important

scales:

(1) Microscale variability (sampling heterogeneity) in the context of

this report refers to variability over distances on the order of a

few centimeters to perhaps a few meters. It can be estimated by

replicate sampling within drill holes, or from closely spaced samples

along horizontal drifts if such drifts exist. However, unless care-

fully designed studies are conducted, sampling heterogeneity may not

be distinguishable from measurement error.

(2) Small-scale variability is used here to refer to variability on a

scale from a few meters to a few thousand meters, the upper limit

being comparable to the average separation between drill holes under

the densest forseeable drilling plan. It can be estimated from some

closely spaced holes, such as the existing combinations USW G-l/UZ-1,

U5W UZ-6/UZ-6S, UE25 a#l/b#l, UE25 c#l/c#2/c#3, and some similar

proposed combinations selected on the basis of "feature-of-interest"

sampling criteria. However, variation on this scale will not be pre-

dictable by any interpolation method.

(3) Medium-scale (subregional) variability refers to variability on a

scale somewhat greater than the average separation between drill

holes but not to trends persisting across the entire region of inter-

est. Prediction of variability on this scale can be improved by

increased drilling.

(4) Large-scale (regional) variability refers to trends persisting across

the entire domain of interest. Variability on this scale should be

detectable and adequately modeled using data obtained from any

reasonable drilling plan.

The first three components of spatial variability are conveniently cap-

tured by a spatial autocovariance function or variogram function that

describes the behavior of the variable. The fourth, at least for small sample
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sizes, is modeled using simple polynomial functions of the spatial coor-

dinates. Given a parameterized model of this form, it is a straightforward

computation to anticipate the expected prediction error at an unsampled loca-

tion or the probability of obtaining an observation in the tail of the

underlying distribution for a specified drilling plan. Figures 5 through 10

and 12-15 summarize such results for various drilling plans under considera-

tion at Yucca Mountain.

Accurate parameterization of the required models is impossible using the

currently available data, but for planning, purposes these data are at least

suggestive. In the available mineralization (x-ray diffraction) data, for ex-

ample, microscale variability appears to be substantial, which limits the

improvement to be expected in a prediction based on denser sampling. On the

other hand, if the model proposed for the thickness of the zeolitized CHn unit

is approximately correct, the gains resulting from increased drilling could be

considerable. Whether these gains are sufficiently important in refining the

predictions of the Performance Assessment model to warrant a three-fold in-

crease in the number of drill holes, however, is something that can be decided

only in the context of a complete probabilistic risk assessment and cost-

benefit analysis.
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